Ensuring accurate estimates of step width variability during treadmill walking requires more than 400 consecutive steps.
Falls to the side are associated with significant morbidity, including increased risk of hip and radius fracture. Although step width variability, as measured by standard deviation, has been hypothesized to be associated with falls to the side, there is little supporting evidence. The extent to which such a relationship could be reliably established, however, is dependent on the accuracy with which step width, and thus step width variability, is measured. It has been reported that 400 consecutive steps are required to accurately estimate step width of young adults during treadmill walking. The degree to which this requirement generalizes to other populations has not been determined. Here, a secondary analysis of step width time series data from 19 middle-age women during treadmill walking revealed that 400 steps were insufficient to accurately estimate step width or step width variability for the majority of the women sampled. Patterns observed in the data suggest the potential influence of confounding factors including acclimatization to the task and fatigue during the protocol. The results suggest that the minimum number of steps previously reported as necessary to accurately assess step width and step width variability of young adults during treadmill walking is not valid for middle-age women. Furthermore, the results point to the potential value of reproducing and/or extending the original experiment that established 400 consecutive steps as necessary to accurately estimate step kinematics among young adults.